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FlorAlive Self-Repair/Recovery Model
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FlorAlive
Stages of
Repair

ReviveAll™
	
  

A combination of frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: Blue Eyed Grass
(Sisyrinchium angustifolium), Wild Iris (Iris cristata), Tulip Poplar (Liriodendron
tulipifera), Maquilina (Bomarea species), May Apple (Podophyllum peltatum), Pink
Ladyslipper Orchid (Cypripedium acaule)5

	
  

Potential Uses:

	
  

This assembly of vibrational essences from living, uncut flowers can:
1. Help reduce emotional pain and trauma from this life or trans-generationally;
2. Effect mental and emotional uplifting;
3. Diminish body/mind response at a core level to a broad range of stressors and
limiting beliefs.
It is still chilling for me to look at the depth of meaning in some of these phrases
following and to ask, “What would naturally be the consequence of believing these test
phrases to be true?”

	
  

A type of mind enslavement would naturally be one of the effects.

A huge number of individuals in the world believe at the level of their unconscious
reality that the following inhibiting phrases are true, and that the empowering phrases
are not. It explains some of why we see such great depths of hopelessness, feelings of
personal disempowerment, and despair.
It is critical to remember that many people are not aware (or find it hard to believe)
that they hold these unconscious beliefs. When disabling unconscious beliefs are
revealed in clinical screening, I frequently hear, “Oh, I don’t believe that!”Yet, when
evaluated with properly administered muscle testing and self-referential statements (as
described previously), characteristics often reveal themselves that people are hesitant to
accept because they could be interpreted as frailties or failure in any number of ways. I
explain to those I work with that self-sabotaging beliefs are not frailties, but are simply
part of the human condition on earth at this time, and are up for change now.
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Maquilina - (Bomarea species)
(Border of a Sacred Lake in the High Andes
Mountains):
(removes belief): “Regardless of my efforts, I
cannot influence the outcome.”
(removes belief): “No matter what action I take, I
will be defeated.”

Wild Iris - (Iris cristata)
(FlorAlive forest):
(removes belief): “I am disconnected from the
Source of ALL life.”
(removes belief): “I am essentially unlovable.”

Blue Eyed Grass - (Sisyrinchium angustifoluim)
(FlorAlive forest edge):
(affirms belief): “I am free from the effects of
emotional trauma/abuse.”
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Tulip Poplar - (Liriodendron tulipifera)
(FlorAlive forest):
(affirms belief): “My self-esteem is strong and
balanced.”

May Apple - (Podophyllum peltatum)
(FlorAlive forest):
(removes belief): “I lose my power when others
don’t listen to me.”

Pink Lady Slipper - (Cypripedium acaule)
(The Wilds of Northern Canada):
(affirms belief): “I trust in life.” “I trust in my
life.”
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Pure Potential ™

	
  

A combination of frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: Flor del Oso (Puya
species), Flor de la Luna (Wernervia nubigena), Totora, Heartmend (Dianthus armeria)
supported by an individually matched complementary base of rare global shamanic
flower essences.6
Potential Uses:

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

(1) To act as an energy shield, deflecting destructive fields away from us for
dissolution into Source;
(2) To help us clear and upgrade our unconscious mind so that we can more
easily overcome life obstacles and diminish stress;
(3) To remove particular self-sabotaging beliefs listed below;
(4) To add light and a sense of ease into our being;
(5) To help us prepare for a more enlightened age on earth.
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Flor del Oso

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

Flor de la Luna

+

Heartmend TM

Totora

The development of this floral energy combination took me 19 years to complete,
spanning three trips to Peru, until I was able to finally collect flower frequencies from a
remote and energetically protected part of the High Andes.
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Primary Test Phrase:
– “I am free from the influence of negative forces and fields directed at me.”
(Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)

	
  

	
  

Additional Test Phrases:

	
  

1. “If I feel happy, I must feel guilty.” (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
2. “If I desire something, I won’t get it.” (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
3. “I am free to be me.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
4. “If I question authority, I will be destroyed.” (Removes this belief that is present
initially.)
5. “It is impossible for me to forgive myself for my past failures.” (Removes this belief
that is present initially.)
6. “Being completely vulnerable in my relationships is too risky.” (Removes this belief
that is present initially.)
7. “I easily find joy in my life.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
8. “I allow myself to receive love.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
9. “I am free from the effects of emotional trauma/abuse.” (Affirms this belief that is
absent initially.)
10. “I cannot release my past completely.” (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
11. “I am fully receiving input from my highest spiritual resources.” (Affirms this belief
that is absent initially.)
12. “I cannot be happy until things change.”
(Removes this belief that is present initially.)
13. “I cannot desire what I have.” (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
14. “My life is ease and joy.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
15. “I am certain I can enjoy delightful sexual intimacy.”
(Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
16. “I am patient with myself.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
17. “I cannot have my sexual desires fulfilled.”(Removes this belief that is present
initially.)
18. “I am free from the need to employ the negative aspects of myself.” (Affirms this
belief that is absent initially.)
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19. “The loss of (person’s name/relationship or a pet animal’s name) leaves a hole in my
heart.” (Removes this belief that is present initially.)
20. “I can accommodate joy in my life.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
21. “My spiritual mission is clear to me now.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
22. (For men missing female companionship) “I am fully receiving all necessary female
polarity.” (Affirms this belief that is absent initially.)
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End2Panic™
A combination of frequencies from uncut flowers of: California desert Creosote
Bush (Larrea tridentata), Colorado Rockies’ Green Helbore (Vera trumviride), and Gentiana
species, supported by an individually matched complementary base of rare global
shamanic flower essences.8

	
  

Potential Uses:
(1) To halt emotional disconnects that may result in unfounded panic
(2) To produce greater mind/spirit coherence

California desert Creosote Bush
(Larrea tridentata)

Colorado Rockies’ Green Helbore
(Veratrum viride)
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Gentiana species

The newborn infant has eight primitive reflexes that are an essential part of the
developing nervous system designed to protect it and support wellbeing in the first
months of very vulnerable existence. A well-known example is the Moro reflex (or
startle reflex), because it generally occurs when a baby is startled by a loud sound or
movement, which serves to draw attention. When startling occurs, the baby throws back
his/her head, extends the arms and legs, cries, then pulls the arms and legs back in.
These reflexes should disappear from the infant at about 18 months. If these reflexes
do not disappear at the appropriate time (i.e., they are retained into adulthood), it is
referred to as “retained primitive reflexes.”

	
  

When primitive reflexes are retained, it can cause enormous undesirable consequences
manifesting as learning disabilities, hyperactivity disorders, social ineptitude, and the
tendency to panic unnecessarily in the course of normal events that should not elicit
such a dramatic reaction.
The following flowers seem to have emerged to mitigate the hyper-vigilant nervous
system that is seen commonly in chronically stressed patients, and to remove the
unconscious psychological damage from primitive reflexes retained into adulthood.
Primary Test Phrases:
– “Life is a series of panic reactions.” (tests true initially – blend eliminates this belief.)
– “I can focus on what is important to me.” (failure on this phrase initially – blend
affirms this belief.)
– “I cannot recall and reclaim essential parts of my soul that have been scattered
throughout the universe.” (tests true initially – blend eliminates this belief.)

	
  

Additional Test Phrases:

	
  

1. “When one of my ideas is questioned, I feel attacked (assaulted).” (blend eliminates
this belief.)
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2. “If I am confronted with two or more simultaneous tasks, my nervous system will
fail.” (blend eliminates this belief.)
3.“If I rest and relax (feel vulnerable), life won’t support what I need.”
(blend eliminates this belief.)
4. “If my message is not heard and understood I will perish (will be killed).” (blend
eliminates this belief.)
5. “If I allow myself to receive love it will kill me.” (tests true initially – blend
eliminates this belief.)
6. “If I am not always alert, I will be taken advantage of/abused.” (blend eliminates
this belief.)
7. “I cannot intuit the negative from the positive.” (blend eliminates this belief.)
8. “No matter what I do I can never choose wisely enough.” (blend eliminates this
belief.)
9. “If I fail I won’t be loved/ I don’t allow myself to fail/Failure is not an option.”
(blend eliminates these beliefs.)
10. “I am at peace with myself whether anyone else accepts me or not.” (blend affirms
this belief.)
11. “I deserve a different mother (father) and a different childhood.” (blend eliminates
this belief.)
12. “I belong.” (blend affirms this belief.)
13. “I allow myself to receive the love of my life.” (blend affirms this belief.)
14. “All that is rightfully mine finds me easily now.” (blend affirms this belief.)
15. “It is no use trying to initiate what I need to do.” (blend eliminates this belief.)

Freedom Flowers™ Blend
A combination of flower frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: Wild Fivespot
(Nemophila maculata) (U.S. FlorAlive forest center), Ko’ Oko’ Olau (Bidens campylotheca)
(Hawaiian Pali), and Madame Fate (Hippobroma longifolia) (Jamaica mountains), supported
by an individually matched complementary base of rare global shamanic flower
essences.9
	
  

Potential Uses:

	
  

(1) To protect against negative psychic energy & break unwanted attachments;
(2) For powerful soul retrieval;
(3) To link to and empower our Light resources.
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Wild Fivespot (Nemophila maculata)

Ko’ Oko’ Olau (Bidens campylotheca)

Madame Fate (Hippobroma longifolia)
As you read the language of the test phrases below (especially 4, 5 and 6),
contemplate the absolute and chilling meaning of some of the statements that
represent unconscious beliefs. If one aligns with them, they leave no room for escape
or remediation; we become “frozen” in spiritual space. Thank heavens they can be
reversed!
I hope this blend will become widely adopted, especially by a class of therapists that
dedicate themselves to what is called “soul retrieval.”
It is also very beneficial to use as a room spray for “space clearing.” When
it is sprayed in a space, it can remove heavy psychic “muck” left as a result of
people undergoing the type of emotional purging that commonly takes place in
psychology and energy healing practices. (It is much faster than smudging by
burning sage, leaves no odor, and acts profoundly in ways that sage does not.)
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Test Phrases:

	
  

1. “I am trapped in the activity of my mind.” (blend eliminates this belief.)
2. “I am confronted with insurmountable obstacles.” (blend eliminates this belief.)
3. “I am free from the influence of negative thoughts and beings.” (blend affirms this
belief.)
*4. “I am powerless to reclaim my kidnapped soul identity.” (blend eliminates this
belief.)
*5. “My soul, held in the captivity of a stasis state, is not accessible to me.” (blend
eliminates this devastating belief, acting as soul retrieval.)
*6. “I am convicted throughout eternity for my crimes.” (blend eliminates this damning
& paralyzing belief.)
7. “I am free from all unhealthy attachments.” (blend affirms this belief.)
8. “I am free from ancestral curses.” (blend affirms this belief.)
9. “I am free from destructive genetic manipulation.” (blend affirms this belief.)
10. “I do not have the light resources to overcome the challenges I face.”
(blend eliminates this belief.)
11. “My reality is joy and gratitude.” (blend encodes this belief.)

Crowning Glory™
	
  

Turning Confidence Into Certainty

Time will tell if a remarkable discovery I made in 2013, relating to this combination
of flower essences, could possibly be true. I was working with one of my patients,
attempting to find a flower frequency blend that would break through his persistent
pattern of self-sabotage, when I discovered the following. This combination of flowers
enables our unconscious mind to move from CONFIDENCE to CERTAINTY.
My patient tested true (with normal muscle strength) to this belief: “I am confident
that I will successfully market and make a profit with my Internet business.” Just by
changing one critical word in the test phrase to, “I am certain that I will successfully
market and make a profit with my internet business,” his test muscle collapsed in
weakness – signaling that that belief was not true for him. When I gave him drops of
this combination blend, he strengthened – now certain at the unconscious level that
he would succeed. What a wonderful power of support! I have since seen numerous
patients who, with the help of these flower frequencies, show they can turn confidence
into certainty. I am astonished.

	
  

The difference between confidence and certainty is the key to the whole
transformational thought and self-help movements. Out of all the attendees
at a self-help/motivational seminar, only those few who emerge with certainty
that they will accomplish an objective will, in fact, accomplish it. The rest of
the attendees – the majority – will simply feel more confident that they might
achieve the objective. Generally they do not.
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A combination of flower frequencies from UNCUT flowers of: wild Passion Flower
(Passiflorain carnata) (U.S. FlorAlive forest center),and Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica) (U.S.
FlorAlive forest center), supported by an individually matched complementary base of
rare global shamanic flower essences.10
	
  

Potential Uses:
(1) To clear confusion from the mind and fortify heart-centered awareness;
(2) To integrate Higher Mind energies to produce mental focus;
(3) To enable financial freedom;
(4) To enable greater energetic possibility for genetic repair.
When the patient or client is ready for this essence, after administering a lingual test
dose, the negative test phrases below will be abolished, or the positive test phrases that
failed in testing will be fortified in belief.

Passion Flower (Passiflora incarnata)

	
  

Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica)

Test Phrases:
1. “I cannot create coherence out of the chaos in my personal life.”
(blend abolishes this unconscious belief.)
2. “All of my life experience is in perfect harmony, perfect order, and perfect
alignment with Divine light.” (blend affirms this belief.)
3. “I do not trust that the Universe will provide for my financial freedom.” (blend
abolishes this unconscious belief.)
4. “I am able now to fully repair genetic damage to my DNA & RNA.” (blend affirms
this belief.)
5. “I cannot overcome my inherited family stressors.”
(blend abolishes this unconscious belief.)
6. “I cannot change the memory of stressful living.” (blend abolishes this unconscious
belief.)
7. “I am not strong enough to resist the negativity of the external world.” (blend
abolishes this unconscious belief.)

10
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   8. It is impossible for me to correct defects in my genetic programming.
(blend abolishes this unconscious belief.)
	
   9. I am fearless in love. (blend affirms this belief.)
10. It is safe for me to be completely vulnerable with my partner. (blend affirms this
	
   belief.)
	
  A note to practitioners:
	
  Construct test phrases for your patients/clients that will evaluate their belief as to
whether they are certain VERSUS confident with respect to a particular outcome
	
  they desire. Then administer Combination#5, retest, and see if “confidence”
nearly instantaneously changes into “certainty.”
	
  
Physiological Effects:
	
  
Clinical observation in 2014 suggests that Crowning Glory has a profound
	
  ability to cause ejection of bio-toxins that have been deeply imbedded in a
patient’s cellular matrix and have resisted all previous efforts at removal.
	
  

Combination # 6

– For Love

For Love is an important combination of flower essences that Dr. Davis
has clinically observed work for his patients over many years. It is
commonly indicated toward the beginning of the FlorAlive®
transformation process, and often precedes or follows the foundation
essence, ReviveAll™, quite well.
There is a good YouTube video explaining this wonderful product
(YouTube.com/FlorAlive), and it clearly shows the flowers. (Please refer
also to the 6 video lessons on profound stress removal found on the
YouTube FlorAlive® Channel, beginning with Lesson 1, explaining the
real core causes of stress that come from stored unconscious memories.
This combination helps men and women bring more love into their life,
by clearing five core negative beliefs that reside in the subconscious.
These are what we call “love blocks.”
They are:
(1) Deep grief resulting from loss of a loved one or a relationship
(frequently unrecognized)
(2) Inability to RECEIVE love (very common)
(3) Disconnection from one’s spiritual heart
(4) Lack of confidence
(5) Fear of abandonment (men & women), and apprehension of
expressing authentic femininity.

The specific test phrases of For Love are as follows:
1. “The loss of (name
of a person or pet we have loved
that has died – or otherwise disappeared) leaves a hole in my heart.”
(Removes this belief)
2. “I allow myself to receive love.” (Affirms this belief)
3. “I am FULLY receiving input from my highest spiritual resources.”
(Affirms this belief)
4. “I am in perfect harmony and perfect alignment with Divine Light.”
(Affirms this belief)
5. “I am filled with certainty beyond confidence.” (Affirms this belief)
6. “I fear abandonment.” (Removes this belief)
7. “I am broadcasting the frequencies that draw the ideal
woman I desire into my life.” (Affirms this belief)
8. “I am allowing the full expression of my feminine essence.”
(Affirms this belief)
9. “I am afraid of committing to completion.” (Removes this belief)
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Visualization Process
The depiction of the FlorAlive Transformation Process is true to life, as far as I know.
That is, clairvoyants attending my flower essence workshops report that what I show in
the schematic is what actually happens multi-dimensionally when a consumer takes the
uncut flower essences I have described in this book. (I use this graphic when I teach
FlorAlive practitioner workshops.)
In addition to the flower essences’ ability to nearly instantaneously “overwrite”
limiting beliefs, acting as “liquid software for the mind,” they also act as a catalyst to
begin a process of deconstructing the consumer’s record of stored trans-generational
experiences and memories that are tangled and confused.
Individuals that are engaged in personal transformation quite often like to do
visualizations. When you take the uncut flower essences described in Part III (and
especially the powerful combination essences), I recommend this visualization:
1. Imagine standing in a tranquil space.

2. Above you and to the left (embedded in hyperspace that you cannot normally
see) is the stored mass of your past accumulated experiences. On average, there
is a lot of tangle and heaviness in this stored record of our being that does not
serve us.
3. On the right, you can sense a luminous new domain that has been constructed
by benevolent intention and consciousness that is designed to free humanity
from suffering. The flowers that I work with are directly linked to this positively
coherent space.
4. When you consume the uncut flower essences that I have described, they immediately link you concurrently to both domains.
5. Then, at the same time, the chaotic core entanglement on the left is deconstructed bit-by-bit and sucked from dimensions where it is stored (through a
point of entry) to be dissolved (possibly in a black hole.)

6. On the right, the harmonious clear space draws our consciousness upwards for
integration into a luminous new reality characterized by the many benevolent
and yet powerful forces resident in certain special flowers – the ones that are
from “saints among herbs.”

